Political violence has been a central characteristic of the Turkish far right, which largely resembles street-based mobilization in Western Europe. Despite the common ultra-nationalist ideology, the Gülen Movement (GM) stands out. AKP's former "soft-power instrument" now appears to be the only reasonable and non-violent player among all of these self-named animal groups. Since the power struggle escalated between Erdoğan and Fethullah Gülen in 2013, the GM has been seen as a victim of Erdoğan's repressive measures, instead of making itself conspicuous by using violence.
How can we explain this exception?
One litter: Nationalism and Islamism
The GM was founded in 1968 in Turkey by the Sufi-inspired preacher movement corresponds to the image its official statements intend to convey. But it should be noted that nationalism is inextricably linked with Fethullah against communism, atheism, and evolutionary theory" and his hate directed "against Kurds, Jews, women, and dissident thinkers" can be regarded as "scapegoating," "vilification and demonization", considered important processes on the path to violence 3 
Non-violent black sheep? Gülen's herding strategy
In this context, Gülen's recipe for success has been to mobilize the masses by preaching, despite occasional government repression. What started as a kind of one-man-show, strongly based on Fethullah Gülen's charisma, lead to a bottom-up dynamic. Gülen managed to politically mobilize listeners of a very receptive, pious society fed up with the so-called secular elites and which was hungry for a share of Turkey's wealth. This civil society-oriented approach -partly born out of the structural constraint of banned Islamist political parties, partly just a smart strategic choice by Gülen -can be considered the first pivotal step unleashing a path-dependent development.
In the following years, he achieved to breed a social hegemony 4 etc.). In secret quotes he tells them to wait for the right moment and "to reach the switching points of power without attracting attention" 6 . As a side note, this supports my assessment that the movement depends so strongly on their leader's decisions that for the time being, a focus on his person is not completely abridging.
A look at GM's past reveals, however, that violence was part of its repertoire. 
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Interviews (10) Katastrophen (4) Konferenz (31) Militär (31) Pandemien (2) Podcast (7) Popkultur (22) Raketenabwehr (1) Rechtsradikalismus (22) Sanktionen ( Stellenangebote (56) Strategie (12) Terrorismus (64) Theorie (5) "War in peace. of the rat race between the former party comrades. Apart from this instrumental dimension of violence, Gülen also identifies himself with the violent Grey Wolves, for example when expressing his condolences for the late Member of Parliament, Muhsin Yazıcıoğlu, a former member of this group 7 . In an aesthetic dimension, his language contains countless allusions to violence: He addresses his followers as "soldiers" or "recruits", and emphasizes "our Jihad is education". 
Gülen busted but escapes from the Turkish cage
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